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Any decision procedure for the word problems for commutative semigroups and 
polynomial deals inherently requires computational storage space growing exponen- 
tially with the size of the problem instance to which the procedure is applied. This 
bound is achieved by a simple procedure for the semigroup problem. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
The word problem for commutative semigroups is effectively decidable. In 
fact for any fixed finitely presented commutative semigroup, testing 
equivalence of two words over the generators reduces to evaluating a linear 
form and is computationally trivial, i.e., solvable in real-time on a Turing 
machine [ 11, 23, 421. The uniform word problem, in which the defining 
equations as well as the words are regarded as an instance of the problem, is 
also effectively decidable for commutative semigroups. This was first 
explicitly noted by [8, 251, though in retrospect this result can be seen to be 
a special case of results of [ 14-16, 221 on testing membership in polynomial 
ideals. The known procedures for deciding the uniform word problem, 
however, require considerably more effort to carry out. We show in this 
paper that this is inevitable: any decision procedure requires an amount of 
storage space for intermediate results of computation which grows exponen- 
tially with the size of the problem instance to which the procedure might be 
applied. We also show that this exponential bound on the complexity of 
decision procedures is achievable by a naive search for a derivation of one 
word from the other. 
Results establishing the inherent computational complexity of decidable 
problems are the natural quantitative refinement of classical results in 
algebra, logic, and other branches of mathematics distinguishing decidable 
from undecidable problems. Problems, such as the uniform word problem for 
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commutative semigroups, which are decidable in principle but whose 
complexity is exponential or greater present the same intractability as 
undecidable problems. To illustrate this, note that undecidability of a 
problem means that every procedure (e.g., Turing machine) which gives only 
correct decisions on instances of the undecidable problem must, for infinitely 
many instances, fail to produce a decision. Exponential complexity of a 
problem means that every procedure which gives only correct decisions on 
instances of the complex problem must, for infinitely many instances, take a 
prohibitive amount of computational resource to produce a decision. In both 
cases an observer is left waiting on tenterhooks for an answer which will 
never come in his lifetime. 
Computational complexity theory has become a reasonably developed 
mathematical subject in the past decade. Its basic concept of growth rate of 
computational resource usage as a function of the size of the input to a 
procedure is recognized to have much the same robustness at the Church- 
Godel-Turing notion of effective procedure [l, 7, 18, 20, 321. In particular, 
the property that a problem requires exponential space to decide effectively is 
invariant over the exact formulation of models of effective procedures or the 
details of the measure of space required by a procedure. For definiteness, we 
take Turing machines as a standard model of computation and define the 
space required by a Turing machine on a given input to be the number of 
work tape squares visited by the head of the machine during the computation 
on that input. 
Clearly it requires more computational effort to deal with larger problem 
instances, so complexity is usually measured relatiue to the size of a problem 
instance. Let S be some finite set of symbols each taken to be of unit size, 9 
some finite commutative semigroup presentation, and a, /I two words over S. 
The uniform word problem for commutative semigroups, abbreviated CSG, 
is 
((a, /3, 9); equivalence of (x and /I is derivable from 9”) 
(more detailed definitions appear in Section 2). Any triple (a,/?, 9) is a 
CSG problem instance, and the size of (a, /3,.-P) is taken to be the length of a 
list consisting of a, p and the left- and righthand sides of the equations in 9, 
separated by unit size delimiters. It is natural to allow exponential notation 
in representing words over S. For example, a word consisting of 1003 s’s 
has size 5 because it has a representation in exponential notation of five 
symbols, namely, s1003. We emphasize, however, that our results are not 
dependent on this representation; even if we forbade exponential notation 
and defined the size of problem instances to be their total length our main 
theorem still holds. 
MAIN THEOREM. (a) There is a constant c > 0 and an algorithm 
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(Turing machine) which decides CSG and requires space at most 2’” on any 
instance of CSG of size n. 
(b) There is a constant E > 0 such that any algorithm which decides 
CSG requires space exceeding 2”” on an instance of CSG of size n for 
infinitely many n. 
This main Theorem appears as Theorems 1 and 2 in Sections 4 and 7, 
respectively. 
CSG is closely related to a basic decision problem of classical algebra, the 
polynomial ideal word problem PI. Let X be some finite set of indeter- 
minates and p0 ,..., pn E Q[X]. i Then PI is defined to be 
I(P ,,,*.., p,); p,, is in the ideal of Q[X] generated by p, ,..., p,}. 
We show in Section 3 below that CSG is straightforwardly reducible to PI. 
This allows us to appeal to results of [ 151 on solutions of linear equations 
over Q[X] to obtain the upper bound on the complexity of CSG stated in 
part (a) of the Main Theorem. (We include a concise version of Hermann’s 
result in the Appendix.) Conversely, the lower bound on the complexity of 
CSG given in part (b) of the Main Theorem implies a corresponding lower 
bound on PI: 
MAIN COROLLARY. There is a constant E > 0 such that any algorithm 
which decides PI requires space exceeding 2”” on an instance of PI of size n 
for infinitely many n. 
Here an instance of PI is the n + 1-tuple (p ,,,..., p,), and its size is defined 
to be the sum of the lengths of the coefficients and exponents, written as 
(quotients of) Arabic numerals, of each of the terms of the polynomials. 
The key technical fact on which the proof of the lower bound on space 
requirements rests is the possibility of faithfully embedding commutative 
semigroups with “large” finite presentations into commutative semigroups 
with “small” presentations. In particular, we show how a commutative 
semigroup with a defining equation of the form 
s, E s;‘ ) 
which by our conventions has size proportional to 2”, can be embedded in a 
commutative semigroup whose presentation (even without use of exponential 
notation) is of size O(n). 
The existence of embeddings into succinct presentations is the complexity 
theoretic analogue of the classical result that every recursively enumerable 
’ N denotes the set (0. l,...t of nonnegative integers. B the set of integers, (D the set of 
rationals, and for n E N, I, the set ( l,..., nJ. 
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(r.e.) presentation of an arbitrary-not necessarily commutative-semigroup 
is embeddable in a finitely presented semigroup. The undecidability of the 
word problem for arbitrary semigroups follows immediately from this 
embedding and the existence of sets such as the Halting Problem for Turing 
machines which are r.e. but undecidable [27, 341. Thus, the proof of the 
exponential space lower bounds is similar to a standard undecidability proof 
by reduction of the Halting Problem. 
This pattern of argument is standard in complexity theory, but may be 
worth reviewing for readers unfamiliar with complexity theory. In Section 5, 
Lemma 4, we define a complexity theoretic analogue, ESC, of the Halting 
Problem. ESC is exponential space complete: it is decidable within 
exponential space and has the property that all problems decidable by 
procedures using at most exponential space are efficiently reducible to it, in a 
precise sense defined in Section 2. Elementary diagonal arguments of 
complexity theory have previously established the existence of sets which are 
decidable in exponential space but not less space [3, 191. It follows that 
ESC requires exponential space since it must be as complex as any set which 
reduces to it. In Section 5, we show that ESC is itself efficiently reducible to 
a version of CSG in which presentations contain defining equations of the 
double exponential form noted above. The key fact about succinct 
embedding which allows elimination of these large equations is established in 
Section 6, and we conclude in Section 7 that ESC is efficiently reducible to 
CSG, so that CSG is itself exponential space complete. 
The results described here were presented in preliminary form in [6]. 
2. EXPONENTIAL SPACE,SEMI-THUE SYSTEMS, AND SEMIGROUP 
PRESENTATIONS 
We first briefly review the few necessary technical definitions from 
complexity theory. For more complete treatments see [9, 18, 321. 
For any finite alphabet S of symbols, let S* be the set of all finite words 
over S. A function f: SF + S,* reduces a set A G ST to a set B G S,* 
providing that 
aEAof(a)EB 
for all a E S:. If f is computable by a Turing machine which visits at most 
log, n work tape squares during its computation on any word a E ST of 
length n > 1, then A is said to be log-space reducible to B. (We assume the 
Turing machine has a read-only input tape and a write-only output tape 
separate from its work tape.) If in addition the length off(a) is O(length(a)), 
then A is log-lin reducible to B [ 3 1, 40, 4 11. 
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The set B s SC is said to be decidable in space g: N + n\l if there is a 
Turing machine which accepts B and visits at most g(n) work tape squares 
during its computations on any word /I E S,* of length IZ. B is decidable in 
exponential space if it is decidable in space g, where g(n) < cn for some 
c > 1. B is exponential space complete with respect to log-lin reducibility if 
(1) it is decidable in exponential space, and (2) every set which is decidable 
in exponential space is log-lin reducible to B. If B satisfies condition (2) 
only, it is said to be exponential space hard. 
Suppose A is log-lin reducible to B. Then any procedure for deciding B 
immediately yields a procedure for deciding A which uses essentially the 
same space. In particular, these is a k > 0 such that, given any Turing 
machine which decides B in space c”, one can exhibit a Turing machine 
which decides A in space ckn. 
Now suppose B is exponential space hard. An elementary diagonal 
argument may be used to establish the existence of a set A which is decidable 
in space say 3” but not 2” [ 3, 191. Since A is decidable in exponential space, 
it is log-lin reducible to B. Since A is not decidable in space 2”. the set B 
cannot be decidable in space 2”“, where E = l/k. Thus to prove an 
exponential space lower bound on decision procedures for an arbitrary set B 
it is sufficient to prove that B is exponential space hard with respect to log- 
lin reducibility. Log-lin reducibility can be shown to be transitive, so to 
prove that a set B is exponential space hard, it is sufficient to prove that 
some set A, already known to be exponential space hard, is log-lin reducible 
to B. 
This completes our review of complexity theory; we now give the basic 
definitions concerning word problems. 
Let S = (sr ,..., s,.) be a finite alphabet. A semi-Thue system over S is given 
by a finite set $9 of productions li + ri, where li, ri E S*. A word /I E S* is 
derived in one step from a E S* (written a + B(S)) by application of the 
production (ii-t ri) E .Y iff for soye y, 6 E S*, ;e . have a = yliS and 
p = yri& The word a derives ,L? iff a + /7(Y), where --) IS the reflexive tran- 
sitive closure of +. A sequence (aO,..., a,,) of words ai E S* with ai + ai+ I 
for i = O,..., n - 1 is called a derivation (of length n) of a, from a, in ,Y. 
A semigroup presentation or Thue system is a symmetric semi-Thue 
system .Y”, i.e., 
(I+ r) E 3 * (r + 1) E 9. 
Derivability in a semigroup establishes an equivalence relation G by the rule 
a = /3(S) zr a 2 /I(Y). 
For semigroups, we also use the notation 1~ r(9) to denote the pair of 
productions (I -+ r) and (r -+ 1) in 3”. 
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A semi-Thue system 9 is commutative if 
(V s, s’ E S)[(ss’ -+ s’s) E S]. 
If it is understood that 9 is a commutative semi-Thue system these 
commutativity productions are not explicitly mentioned in 9 nor is their 
application within a derivation in 9 counted as a step. We remark that 
commutative semi-Thue systems appear in the literature in two additional 
equivalent formulations: vector replacement systems (VRSs) 1211 and Petri 
nets [ 13, 17, 26, 331. Finitely presented commutative semigroups are 
equivalent to reversible VRSs or Petri nets [ 121. 
Let @: S* -+ n\l” be the Parikh mapping, i.e., (@~(a))~ (also written @(a, si)) 
indicates, for every a E S* and i E I,, the number of occurrences of si E S 
in a. 
For a word in a commutative semigroup generated by S the order of the 
symbols is immaterial, and we shall in the sequel use an exponent notation. 
For instance, we may denote abaacba by a4b2c, interchangeably with, say, 
a3cb2a. Let a, p E C* and 9 be a finite set of productions over S. We define 
size(a,p, 9) to be the length of the list consisting of representations in 
exponent notation as above of a, & and Zi, ri, for (ti = ri) E 9 (omitting pure 
commutative relations). Exponents are written with Arabic numerals, 
properly interspersed with delimiters to separate vectors and their 
components, and each si E S is taken to have unit length. 
3. DEGREE BOUNDS FOR POLYNOMIAL IDEALS 
Let X denote the finite set {xi ,..., xv}, and Q[X] (resp., z[X]) the 
(commutative) ring of polynomials with indeterminates x, ,..., x, and rational 
(rev., integer) coefficients. For p1 ,..., pw E CI![X], let (p, ,..., p,) c Q[X] 
denote the ideal generated by { pI ,..., p,), that is, 
(P l,..., p,) !Ef 
I 
5 gipi; gi E Q[X] for i E I, . 
i=l I 
Now let 9 = {ai = /Ii ; i E Z,} be any (finite) commutative semigroup presen- 
tation with air pi E X* for i E I,. We identify any a E X* with the unary 
monomial a = x~(~*~I) . . . x~(~*~U), and let I&!?) (resp., I&Y)) be the UJ[X]- 
ideal (resp., Z [Xl-ideal) generated by {p, - a, ,..., p,,, - aw}, i.e., 
IR(9) dGf 
I 
‘? gi(pi - ai); gi E R [X] for i E I, 
I 
for R = Q, Z. 
,F, 
The next few lemmas show the connection between CSG and the 
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membership problem for ideals in H[X] and Q[X]. Also see [39] for part of 
these results. 
LEMMA 1. If a E p(S), then p - a E I,(Y). 
ProoJ Suppose a = yO + y, --+ ... -+ y, =/I(Y) and assume without loss 
of generality that n > 1. Then, for m E I,, there are 6, E X* and i, E I,,. 
such that 
Ym- I = ai,d, and Ym =Pimdm, 
and hence, 
p - a = f @Ii, - aim) 6, E I,(Y). I 
m-1 
LEMMA 2. If p-a E IQ(Y), then a ED(S). In particular, if 
p - a = Cyz, vi - ai) gi for gi E a[~], then there is a derivation a = yO + 
Yl+ +.. +y,,=~of~fromain9,suchthatforjEI,,, 
length(yj) < max{deg(Pigi); i E I,,.}. 
ProoJ Let d E N be a common denominator for all the rational coef- 
ficients in the gi, i E I,. Then we may assume without loss of generality that 
/?#a and 
d/3--da= f (Pi,-a,,)gk for some n> 1, 
m-1 
where the g; E Z [Xl, m E I,, are all monomials with coefficient + 1, and 
d%WJ < deg(gi,) for m E 1,. 
As a appears as a term on the left side of this polynomial identity and 
a # p there must be some r E 1, such that a = air g;, implying 
(9 4-Cd- l)a-P;,gi=Cmer,-(rl cO~,-ai,,,)g~~ 
(4 a + Pi, g:C9)* 
If pi,g; = ,f3 we are finished, otherwise we may repeat the above argument for 
/Ii,g; in place of a, and by induction on n obtain a derivation 
a--+y,+... -y,,=P with n’<n, 
where each yk is of the form pi, g; for some r = r(k) E I,. m 
Note that the above mapping from the CSG problem instance (a, /l, 9) to 
the PI problem instance @-a, /I, - a,,..., pW - a,) is computationally 
trivial and size preserving, so Lemmas 1 and 2 imply that CSG is log-lin 
reducible to PI. 
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From the work in [ 151,’ we can derive the following: 
PROPOSITION. Let x = {x, )...) x,}; P, PI ,***3 P, E Q[Jq; and 
d =defmax{deg(pi); i E I,}. If p E (p,,..., p,), then there exist 
g, ,..., g, E U4[X] such that 
(i) P=C~=I Pigi; 
(ii) (V i E Z,)[deg(g,) < deg(p) + (wd)“]. 
ProoJ For the reader’s convenience an improved proof of this 
Proposition is given in the Appendix. fl 
We should like to mention that the general problem of the solvability of 
linear equations over R[X] for rings R other than Q or Iz has been 
investigated in [36, 381. We also note that Lemmas 1 and 2 imply that 
p - a E Io(9) iff p - a E IL(S). This condition does not hold for ideals 
generated by arbitrary polynomials in Z[X]. 
4. AN EXPONENTIAL SPACE UPPER BOUND 
The above Proposition and the lemmas of the previous section easily 
yield: 
LEMMA 3. Let S = (sl ,..., s,} and 9 = {ai=pi; iE Z,} be a 
commutative semigroup presentation over S. Then, for a, p E S*, a = p(S) 
12 there is a derivation a = y,, + y, -+ . . . + yn = p(9) of ,!3 from a such that 
length(y,) < 22c’size’a’D’.P) for all i E (O,..., n}, 
where c > 0 is some universal constant independent of (a,/$ 9). 
Pro05 Note that deg(j3 - a) and deg@, - ai), for i E I,,,, are all bounded 
by 2siZeta,4.-P). F ur t,., er, size(a,/?, 9) is also an upper bound on the number 
w of generators of the polynomial ideal Io(9). Thus the upper bound of the 
lemma follows from Lemma 2 and part (ii) of the above Proposition. 1 
Hence we conclude: 
THEOREM 1. There is a (deterministic) Turing machine M and some 
constant d > 0, such that for any instance (a, p, 9), M decides whether 
a = p(Y) using at most space 2d’size(a.0,9’. 
Proof sketch. A nondeterministic Turing machine may determine 
whether a = p(9) by generating a derivation a = y0 + yI -+ . . . + yn = p iff 
2 Some parts of ] 151 which we do not use have been improved in 1381. 
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there is one. For this purpose, obviously only two consecutive words yiPI 
and yi in the derivation have to be kept in storage at any time in order to 
check whether yip, + ri(.9). Clearly, the words yi can be represented by 
writing down a representation of @(r;), with numbers in radix notation. This 
representation therefore requires only O(log(length(y,))) tape squares. By 
Lemma 3, there is some universal constant d’ > 0 such that this nondeter- 
ministic Turing machine needs at most 2d”size(aVB*Y’ tape cells on an 
instance (a, /I, 9) in order to determine whether a = p(3). 
Nondeterministic Turing machines can be simulated by ordinary deter- 
ministic ones for which the number of required tape cells at most gets 
squared 1371. II 
5. SEMIGROUP PRESENTATIONS AND BOUNDED COUNTER MACHINES 
An n-counter machine models a computer having n registers each of which 
may hold an arbitrary integer. All registers initially contain 0. The machine 
can, in one atomic operation, modify any one of its registers by adding -1, 
0, or 1 to its current value, or test whether a specified register contains 0 and 
branch on the outcome of this test. In the sequel, it suffices to consider 3- 
counter machines. A 3-counter machine can be used to compute any partial 
recursive function [ 301. 
Formally, a 3-counter machine C consists of a finite set Q of states, a pair 
of distinguished states q0 and q, E Q (where q0 is called the initial and q, the 
accepfing state), and a (transition) function 
6: (Q - iqal)+ (Q x 10, f 11 x 13) u (Q x Q x 13)’ 
The computation of C is given by the (possibly infinite) sequence co, cl,... of 
instantaneous descriptions ci E Q x Z3, where 
(i) co = (qo, 0, 0, 0), and 
(ii) if iE n\i, ci=(q,zl,zz,z,) with qfq,, and 
(a) S(q) = (q’, d, k) E Q x (0, f 11 x I,, then 
C i+’ = (q’,z;,z;,z;), where z; = 
I 
zi + d if i=k 
zi otherwise. 
(PI &z) = (q', q", k) E Q x Q x I,, then 
C i+1=(q’,z,Jz,z3> if z,=O; 
=W’rz,,zz,z3) otherwise. 
ci + k is referred to as the contents of the kth counter after i steps, for k E I,. 
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C is said to terminate with empty counters iff its computation contains the 
quadruple (qa, 0, 0,O). Note that (qa, 0, 0,O) then is the last element in the 
computation of C. As we will only be concerned with termination with 
empty counters, we will for convenience henceforth refer simply to 
termination. 
We define the size of C to be the cardinality of its state set Q. 
Now let n E N. The computation of some 3-counter machine C is said to 
be bounded by n iff after any step in the computation the contents of all 
three counters are > 0 and < n. 
From the results in [lo], one can easily derive (and we state without 
proof): 
LEMMA 4. The set 
ESC d&f {C; C is a terminating 3-counter machine whose computation is 
bounded by 22SiLe’c’), 
is exponential space complete under log-lin reducibility. 
Henceforth, we shall refer to this exponential space complete problem as 
ESC. 
ESC will be used to prove an exponential space lower bound for CSG. We 
shall, in the remaining part of this section and in the next, show how to 
construct from any given 3-counter machine C a commutative semigroup 
presentation of size O(size(C)) such that ESC reduces to CSG. In this 
section, we shall finitely present a commutative semigroup to which ESC 
can be reduced. However, the presentation 9; we describe will still be too 
big. In the next section then, we shall show how to embed the relevant part 
of this semigroup into one given by a small presentation 9c. 
Henceforth, let e, =def 2*“. 
The most straightforward way to represent a configuration 
c = (q, z, , z2, z3) of a 3-counter machine C would be by a word of the form 
qh;‘h;zh;), 
where h,, h,, h, are distinct symbols. 
However, we have no direct way to “simulate” the zero-test capability of 
C with this representation. But as the counters of all C E ESC are always 
bounded by e, (where n =def size(C)), we can choose a variant representation 
in which each element (q, z, , z2, z3) in the computation of C = (Q, 8) is 
represented by a word w(q, zi, z2, z3) E Q*, where Q is the disjoint union 
Qw Ig,,h,> g,,h,, g,,h,l: 
w(q, zl, z2, z3) dgf qg~-=lh:~g~-z~h~~g~-L3h53. 
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Henceforth let C = (Q, S) b e some fixed 3counter machine of size n. We 
define the commutative semigroup presentation 9; over the alphabet Q to 
contain exactly the following equivalences: 
ForeveryqEQwith&q)=(q’,d,k)EQx(O,kl}xI,: 
4’9’ if d = 0, (A) 
qgk = 9’f’k if d= 1, PI 
and 
qh, = 4’8, if d=-1. 
For every q E Q with h(q) = (q’, q”, k) E Q x Q x I, : 
qh, z q”h,, 
cc> 
CD) 
and 
(E) 
Also, let 
W~ff(W(q,zl,z2,z3);qEQ, and O<z,, z2, z,<e,l. 
If a E W, then by definition, @(a, gk) + @(a, hk) = e,, for k E I,. Moreover, 
if p = a(~?;), a simple induction on the length of a derivation of p from a in 
9: shows that also ,!I E W, and hence that, in particular, 
@(P? gk) + @WY hk) = e,, , where k E I,. This invariance is the reason that use 
of equivalence (E) in a derivation corresponds to a branch-on-zero step in 
the computation of C. 
It follows that C E ESC implies w(q,, 0, 0,O) z w(q,, 0, 0,0)(9;), 
because the computation co, cl,... of C is simulated, in a step by step fashion, 
by a corresponding derivation w(c”) + w(c’) + . . ., using the above 
equivalences (A)-(E) only as semi-Thue productions from left to right. 
It also turns out that the same line of argument as in [34] for the case of 
noncommutative semigroups provides the converse implication, yielding: 
LEMMA 5. w(q,, o,o, 0) = w(q,, o,o, 0)(9i) 0 c E ESC. 
For a detailed proof see [ 5 1. 
6. SUCCINCT SEMIGROUP PRESENTATIONS 
For n E N we construct a commutative semigroup presentation Yn of size 
O(n) containing generators S, F and B such that, in essence, FBen is the only 
word containing F that is derivable from S in YE. The presentation 9, and 
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its set G, of generators are defined by induction on n, noting the fact that 
2,’ 
= (e,)‘. For technical reasons, Yn will contain four different symbols 
I ,..., B, each acting like the B above. Let 
G,~‘{~,f,c~,~~~c~rcq,b,,b~,b~,b~} and .-Y. %z‘ {Xi +qbf ; i E I,}. 
For m > 0, let {S, Q,, Q2, Q3, Q4, F, C,, C,, C,, Cd, BIT B,, B,. B41 be 
distinct symbols not in G,-,. Then 
The elements of G, are of level 0, and for m > 0, the elements of G, - G, _, 
are of level m. For notational convenience, we now let the upper case letters 
S , ,..., B, denote the generators of level n (n > 0), and let the lower case 
letters s,..., b, denote the corresponding generators of level n - 1. ,Yn then is 
the union of ,Y” ~, and the following equivalences: 
SE Q,sc,, (a) 
Q,fc,b, = QzsczT (b) 
Qzfcz = Q3fc3 3 cc> 
Qjsc,b, = Qzsc,b,, Cd) 
Q, sc3 = Qc,.f% b, 1 Cc) 
Q,sc, = F, (0 
and, for i E I,, 
Q,CiJb, E Q2CiBiP3. W-(i) 
LEMMA 6. Let S, F, Ci, Bi, for i E I, be of level n. Then 
SC, F FC, BF(9”) for iEI,. 
Proof. The proof is done by induction on n. 
For n = 0, ,YO contains exactly the equivalences claimed. 
For n > 0, we have for i E I4 
SCi~ C~Q~SC, by (4 
E CiQ,fc,b:n-l by induction hypothesis 
E Cib;+-‘Qzsc, by (b) 
by induction hypothesis 
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(Hi) 
Cc) 
induction hypothesis 
(4 
iteration of the 
previous five lines 
(e) 
induction hypothesis 
(0 I 
We are now going to show that the derivation given in the proof of the 
previous lemma is the only repetition-free derivation from SC, in $S that 
produces a word containing the level n symbol F. For this purpose, we first 
establish some technical properties of derivations in s$. 
Let S, C, be of level n, and a f G,* such that a E SC,(&). Define the 
height h(a) by 
h(a) dgf min(m E N; @(a, ci) > 0, for some ci of level m 1. 
Then we have: 
LEMMA 7. Let SC, = y,, + y1 + ..a + y, = a(9,,) be a derivation of a 
from SC, in bYn. Then: 
4 
(ii) \‘ @(a, ci) = 1 - if c, ,..., c, are of level m with h(a) < m < n, 
i= I 
= 0 otherwise; 
(ii) x @(a, qi) = 1 ifq, ,..., q., are of level m with h(a) < m < n, 
i- I 
= 0 otherwise; 
(iii) @(a, s) + @(a,f) = 1 ifs, f are of level h(a), 
= 0 otherwise; 
(iv) Ih(y,) - h(yi-l)l < 1 for all i E I,; 
(v) only equivalences in 3&,+, - 3&-, are applicable to a (here, 
37, is taken to be 0); the height decreases iff an equivalence in 9,,(a) is 
applied. 
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Proof: The proof is by induction on the length r of the derivation. The 
details are left to the reader. 1 
LEMMA 8. Let S, F, Ci, Bi, i E I,, be of level n, and let a E FG,*. Zf 
SC, = a(<Y”) and a contains an occurrence of S or F, then either a = SC, or 
a = FC, BP”. 
ProoJ The conclusion of the lemma is immediate for n = 0. Hence, 
assume n > 0, and let 
SCI=yo+y,-+... -+y,=a($“) (*> 
be any repetition-free derivation of a in Yn. We prove by induction on n that 
(*) must be the derivation given in the proof of Lemma 6. 
First, note that because a contains S or F, Lemma 7(iii) implies h(a) = n. 
Second, note that besides SC, and a there is no other word yi in (*) of height 
n: if h(y,) = n for some minimal 0 < i < r then yi would contain S or F by 
Lemma 7(iii). As S and F appear only in equivalences (a) and (f), respec- 
tively, of YN, inspection of 9” shows that only the reversal of the equivalence 
used from yi- r to yi would be applicable to yi, causing the repetition 
Yitl =Yj-I* 
As only equivalence (a) of levels n and n - 1 is applicable to Y,, and y,, 
respectively, we have 
YI= C,Q,sc,, h(y,) = n - 1, h(y,) = n - 2. 
Because of Lemma 7(iv) there must be a first word yi, in (*) after y1 which 
also has height n - 1. Hence, by Lemma 7(v), only equivalences in Yn _, 
could have been used in the subderivation 
yl+ . . . + Yi,(E>* 
As these equivalences do not contain any occurrences of symbols of level n 
we may rewrite yi in the above subderivation as Q, C, yf, where rl E G,*- , . 
Thus, 7; = SC,, and by Lemma 7(iii), y(, contains either s orj Hence, 
sc,=y;+ ..* -yf,(9,-J. 
We conclude from the induction hypothesis for n - 1 that 
y;, = fc, b:“-’ and yi, = Q, C,fc, b;“-‘. 
Because (*) is repetition-free, the only equivalence now applicable is (b) of 
level n, i.e., 
Yi,+i = QZC,b;n~1~‘sc2, h(Yi,+ 1) = n - 1, Wjl +A = n - 2. 
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Again, let yi, be the firstword in (*) after yi, of height n - 1. As above, only 
equivalences in Yn _ 1 can be used between yi, + , and yi,. What is more, c2 
occurs in yi for all i with i, < i < i, as only equivalences of level n can 
possibly change c2 to some other ck. Thus by Lemma 7(i), equivalence (g) of 
level n - 1 cannot be applied to any yi with i, < i < i,. Therefore, we can 
once more rewrite yi as Q, C, b Fn-l-‘yI with y( E G,*-, for i, < i < i2, and 
have 
scpy;,+,+ *.’ +y(J’Yn-J. 
By Lemma 7(iii), y(, contains either s or fi and hence the induction 
hypothesis implies - 
Now only equivalence (g) of level n can be applied, say k times, for any 0 < 
k<e,-,. and then equivalence (c), producing 
The only rule now applicable without causing repetition is (f) of level n - I 
so that h(y,,+ ,) = n - 2. Let i, > i, be minimal such that h(y,,) = n - 1. Note 
that i, must exist because of Lemma 7(iv). Also note that now between yi, 
and yid, cj is present in all words. Therefore, the equivalences (g) and (h) of 
level n - 1 are not applicable. We may thus, as above, parse yi as 
Q3 C, B~b~-l-‘b~n-l-ky~ with y; E G,*_, for i, < i < i,, and obtain 
where either s or f occurs in yi,. 
Assume first that yi, = jic3 q with q E G,*- , , and, of course, q # 6:. Then, 
by Lemma 6 there is a derivation 
sc3-r . . . +fC3bl;b;nml-k+ ... +fc3b;fl~‘-ky(,9n”,_,). 
As b:n-l-k f by-‘, this contradicts the induction hypothesis. 
Otherwise, if y(, = scJ q with q E G,*- , , note that Yn-, is symmetric and 
consider the derivation 
sc3+ . . . -a fc,b:b;n-l-k (by Lemma 6) 
+ . . . -+sc,$1;.-1-~ (by assumption). 
But the induction hypothesis for n - 1 implies that sc3 = ~c~qby-‘-~. In 
other words, q is the empty word and k = e,-, , so that 
yi, = Q3 C, B’j”-‘by-‘- ‘x3. 
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Now only either equivalence (d) or (c) of level II can be applied. As there 
has to be another successor of height n - 1, equivalence (e) is excluded here 
as can be seen by an argument analogous to the one just given for 
yf, = fc3 b:. Hence, 
Yi,+ I = Q, C, B;“-lb:n~‘-2b4sc2 by equivalence (d). 
Similarly, if now (b) (from right to left) were applied, the induction 
hypothesis would imply that there is no i > i, + 1 with h(yi) = n - 1 which is 
impossible. Hence, we are forced to apply to yi,+ r equivalence (a) of level 
n - 1, and therefore obtain h(y,,+,) = n - 2. We may now iterate e,-, - 1 
times the argument which has been used for the subsequence 
Yi, + a*. -+ yi,(Yn)* and thus obtain some i, > i, + 2 such that 
yi, = Q3C,B:n-fe-l 
s3 4 
c be--l. 
Here only (e) is applicable: 
Yi,+l = Q4C,B:nfc4b:d 
Because only equivalence (f) of level n - 1 may be used we obtain 
ZZ(~,,+~) = n - 2. By Lemma 7(iv) there has to be a minimal i, > i, + 1 with 
h(y,i) = n - 1, so we can, as above, conclude from the induction hypothesis 
that 
yi, = Q4 Cl B7sc4 3 
and obviously, 
Yi,+l = ~r=FclB;’ by equivalence (f). 
With C, replaced by C,, C,, or C,, the proof runs analogously. 1 
7. AN EXPONENTIAL SPACE LOWER BOUND FOR CSG 
Given some 3-counter machine C = (Q, 6) of side n, the commutative 
semigroup presentation 9, is constructed as follows: 
Assume without loss of generality that equivalences (A)-(D) of 9; are 
over an alphabet disjoint from the alphabet G, of 9,, with the exception that 
the symbol g, in (A)-(D) is taken to be B, E G, for all k E I,. Then $c is 
defined to contain 9,, and all equivalences (A)-(D) of 9;. 
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For every equivalence qgp z q/g> of form (E) in 3;, i.e., for every test 
state q E Q, let q,, qe be two new symbols & Q U G,. Then, instead of the 
equivalence qgp = q’g: in 9;, the following equivalences are also added to 
.jpf (where S, F, C,, C,, C, E G, are of level n): 
q = q,FC,, (k) 
q,sc, = qc SC, 1 (1) 
qcFC, = q’. 0-N 
Finally, let 
901 = 402sc,, 
qo&, = 403 SC, > 
qoJC2 = qo1 SC, > 
qoJC, = qo 3 
qa = qoJC, 3 
qo.tSC, = qo,FC,. 
qo3 SC, = qnzFC, 3 
4nz SC, = 4a1 
(4 
(0) 
(P) 
(9) 
W 
6) 
(t) 
(u) 
be in 9c. These are all the equivalences in 3$. 
The auxiliary symbols qOz, qo3, qo4 are used to expand qO, into the actual 
representation w(q,, 0, 0,O) of the initial instantaneous description. 
Similarly, the final configuration w(q,, 0, 0,O) is reduced to qa, using the 
auxiliary symbols qa4, qo3, qaz . 
Remember that W = { w(q, zr , z2, z3); q E Q, and 0 < zl, z2, z3 < e,,}. 
Define further 2Y to be the subset of the commutative semigroup presented 
by .Y; which is given by the words in W, Then we have: 
LEMMA 9. There is a semigroup homomorphism from the commutative 
semigroup presented by .Yi into the one presented by .Yc which is faithful 
(i.e., injective) on Vi: 
ProoJ Let I map g, to B, for k E I, and be the identity mapping on Q 
otherwise. We claim that I provides an embedding of 73; namely, for 
w. w’ E w, 
w = w’(9;) 0 z(w) = r(w’)(Lq). 
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Any form (E) equivalence qgp = q’gf;” of 9; yields a corresponding 
equivalence in 9c because 
r(qgF) = qBP = q,FC,Bf; by (k) 
= q,sc, by Lemma 6 
= qeSCk by (1) 
z q,FC,B;: by Lemma 6 
E q’BF = r(q’g?) by (m). 
Since equivalences (A)-(D) of 9: are also in 9c, we conclude that 
w = w’($) 3 l(W) = r(w’)($) for all w, w’ E Q*$ 
To prove the converse implication, suppose 
cf = z(w(q, ZI, z2, ZJ) = l(w(q’, z;, z;, z<)) =P(3$), 
and let c~=y~+y,-+~-~ + y, =/?(9c) be a repetition-free derivation. Let 
y, -+ y,,,+ , be the first step in this derivation that uses one of the equivalences 
(kt(u). Then clearly I-‘(7,) = I-‘(cr)(Yi) as W is closed under the ,Yi 
derivation rules. There are the following four possibilities: 
(i) If the equivalence used on y, is (q), it follows from Lemma 8 that 
only equivalences in 9, and (p), (o), ( n can be used, i.e., the only words of ) 
height n derivable from y, + i are those obtained from y,,, + , by successively 
replacing 
qoFAn by qo4SCj and qo,FC,, then 
qoPC,Be,” by qo3SCz and qa2 FC, , and finally 
qozFC,B;” by qo2SCI and qol. 
Hence, in order to reach /I the above derivation cannot be repetition-free. So 
equivalence (q) cannot be used. 
(ii) A similar argument eliminates the possibility of using equivalence 
(u). 
(iii) If equivalence (k) is used, again only equivalences in 9, can be 
applied thereafter. Lemma 8 then implies that the next two words of height n 
in the above derivation are those obtained from ym by replacing qB2 by 
q,SC, and qeSCk, where k is determined by 6(q). The next word of height n 
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is then obtained by substituting qeFCkBek, for qeSC,. Now only equivalence 
(m) is applicabl e, and hence there is some m’ > m such that 
Y,,E w and l-yy,,) = z-‘(y,)(9(L). 
(iv) If equivalence (m) is used an analogous argument applies. 
By induction on the length of de$vations over &, we may assume that 
I-‘(y,,) = r-‘(‘J)(.Y:). Therefore, a + /3(cYc) implies that 
t-‘(a) = zP(j3)(~~), 
which concludes the proof. I 
LEMMA 10. Let C be a 3-counter machine and Yc thejkite commutative 
semigroup presentation constructed above. Then 
c E ESC e qO, = q,I(9c). 
Proof. By Lemmas 5 and 9 
C E ESC o z(w(q,, 0, 0,O)) = z(w(q,, 0, 0, O))(&). 
But by the same argument used for case (i) in the proof of Lemma 9, we 
conclude that 
40, = qn1(5$) - I(W(4,, 0,090)) = l(W(4,9 09 0, O))(%). I 
THEOREM 2. CSG is exponential space complete with respect to log-lin 
reducibility. 
ProoJ Lemma 10 shows that ESC reduces to CSG. It follows from the 
construction of ,Yc that size($) = G(size(C)). The reader can verify that the 
construction of (qO,, qal, $c) from C can in fact be carried out in 
logarithmic space. Hence the reduction is log-lin. 1 
Part (b) of the Main Theorem stated in the Introduction is an immediate 
corollary of Theorem 2 and the properties of log-lin reductions described in 
Section 2. Since CSG is log-lin reducible to PZ, we also obtain: 
COROLLARY. The membership problem for polynomial ideals PI is 
exponential space hard. 
Exponential space completeness yields other interesting consequences in 
addition to the preceding corollary. For example, not only does every 
decision procedure for CSG require exponential space but there is no 
optimally efficient procedure: given any procedure for CSG one can find 
607/46/3-7 
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another procedure which used no more space on any problem instance but 
which uses a bounded amount of space on an infinite set of problem 
instances for which the original procedure required exponentially growing 
space. (This property is known as effective injhitely often speedup, cf. 
14, 41 I., 
We repeat our earlier remark that Theorem 2 and consequently part (b) of 
the Main Theorem, also hold if we allow only unary notation for 
representing instances of CSG. The reason is that the values of the exponents 
needed for the presentation 9c are at most two. 
An overview of the preceding argument reveals that the complexity of the 
uniform word problem for commutative semigroups depends on how rapidly 
growing a function8 N + N may be such that one can express equations of 
the form 
with presentations of size O(n). The space requirements of the corresponding 
word problem will grow at least proportionally to log(f). The results of 
Section 6 show that f(n) = 22” is possible using either unary or exponential 
notation for presentations, and the results of Section 4 imply that f cannot 
grow more than double exponentially using these notations. However, if we 
liberalize notational conventions further, for example, allowing iterated 
.exponential notation such as 
then f(n) may be as large as 22”‘ 
2 
with exponentials up to height n. This 
version of the uniform word problem for commutative semigroups (using 
iterated exponential notation) therefore cannot be decided in space bounded 
by any finite composition of exponentials. In general, by introducing 
successively more powerful abbreviations, we can obtain arbitrarily complex 
decidable variations of CSG. 
8. CONCLUSION AND OPEN PROBLEMS 
Theorems establishing the degree of unsolvability of decision problems 
have become familiar in most areas of mathematics during the past 50 years. 
The same philosophical and practical issues which have motivated the 
analysis of degrees of unsolvability serve equally to motivate the analysis of 
degrees of solvability, i.e., computational complexity. We analyzed the 
computational complexity of two classical decidable problems of algebra 
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-the uniform word problem for commutative semigroups and the 
membership problem for polynomials ideals over the rationals. These 
examples illustrate the significance of questions about the computational 
complexity of algebraic problems and reveal that methods are available to 
provide robust answers to such questions. Experience in mathematical logic 
and automata theory 19, 291 suggests that wherever effective decidability is 
of interest, analysis of computational complexity can provide further fruitful 
information. We expect this to be the case also in subsequent studies of 
algebraic decision problems. We close by listing a few open problems related 
to the results presented above. 
1. What is the computational complexity of PI? The reduction of CSG 
to PI implies that PI is exponential space hard, but the best upper bound on 
the complexity appears to be double exponential or more. 
2. Let .?[a] =def (/I; a =/I(Y)}, w h ere .Y is a commutative semigroup 
presentation. Results of 12, 421 imply that it is decidable whether 
,< [a, ] c. Y? [a?], What is the complexity of this containment problem? 
Vector replacement systems (VRSs), also known as Petri nets of 
commutative semi-Thue systems, were described in Section 2. 
For any VRS Y”, let 7 ‘[a] =der (/?;p is derivable from u in 7 ‘}. 
3. In 135 ] it has been shown that the VRS covering problem, to decide 
given (a, /3,7 ‘) whether /?r E 7 .[ a] for some word y, is decidable in space 
c~““~“. Our reduction of ESC to CSG implies a lower bound of space d” for 
some d > 1. (This lower bound was originally obtained by Lipton 1241.) 
Improve these bounds. 
4. In [ 281 it has recently been shown that the VRS reachability problem, 
to decide whether p E iy ‘[a], is decidable, but the decision procedure is not 
primitive recursive (261. What is the computational complexity of the 
reachability problem? 
5. Another natural problem about finitely presented commutative 
semigroups is whether two presentations define isomorphic semigroups. This 
problem is not even known to be decidable 1431. 
APPENDIX: DEGREE BOUNDS FOR SOLUTIONS OF 
LINEAR EQUATIONS OVER Q[x,,...,x~,] 
Let 
+ fijgj=bi, 
,‘T, 
i = l,..., t, 
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be a system of linear equations with bi,f, E Q[x, ,..., xc], 
q dGf the maximum degree of the fij, 
B c‘the maximum degree of the bin 
(2) 
Further, let F be the t x s matrix whose (i, j)th entry is J,j. We assume 
without loss of generality that the rank of F is t < s (otherwise, equations 
can be eliminated from system (I), or (1) has no solution), and that the first 
t columns of F are linearly independent. 
Let A =A,<...., be the determinant formed from these columns. 
By a rational invertible linear transformation of x, ,..., x,. we can transform 
A to be regular in x1, i.e., the degree deg,,(A) of A in x1 equals the degree 
deg(A) of A. Note that such transformations do not affect the degrees of 
elements of Q[x, ,..., xU]. Thus we may assume without loss of generality that 
A is regular in x,. By Cramer’s rule, 
S-f 
I, g‘ (A ffk.2,...,1' A l.ttk.3.....1~"'~ A 1.2 ,..., f-,,l+k, ijizzx3) -- 
k-l 
is, for each k = l,..., s - t, a possible solution of the homogeneous system 
given by (1). Hence we have for the jth component (lk)j of I, 
d%,((lk)j) < tq < W for k = l,..., s - t, j = l,..., s. (3) 
Furthermore, as A is regular in x,, polynomials ci E Q[x, ,..., x,.] can be 
chosen for i = I,..., t, such that 
deg(cJ < deg(bi) - de&Q 
deg(b, - Aci) < deg(b,), 
deg,,(bi - ACi) < deg(A) < sq. 
(4) 
Consider the system 
+ =&gj’=bi-Aci, i = l,..., t, (5) 
j=l 
and let (g:,..., gs) be a solution of (5). By subtracting appropriate multiples 
Of I,, for k = l,..., s - t, we can, because of (3), obtain a solution 
(g:‘,..., gj’) E CL[x, ,..., x,.] with 
deg,,(&‘) < degxl(4 < w for j = t + l,..., s. (6) 
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For b( =def Cf=, j$ gJ!’ we have 
b(=bi-de,- T’ fiigj”. 
j=t+l 
NOW deg,,(bi -ACi) < deg,,@) by (4) and degx,(CjS,,+, ./$gj”) < 
deg,,(A) + q by (2) and (6). Hence we conclude, again by Cramer’s rule, 
that deg,,(Agy) = deg,,(C:, , bjFij) < deg(A) + q + (s - 1) q, where F, is the 
(i, j)th minor of F. Hence, for j = l,..., s, deg,,( g;) < sq. 
For gj =def g; + C:=, ciFij, j = l,..., t, and gj =def g; forj = t + l,..., s, we 
therefore obtain a solution (g, ,..., g,)of(l)withdeg,,(g,)<sq+B. 
Adding the coefficients of all equal powers of X, (from xy to x~+‘~-‘)’ we 
obtain from (5) at most t(q + sq) equations with < s*q unknowns in 
Q[x, ,.**, xv] where the degrees of the coefficients are still bounded by q, and 
the degrees of the righthand sides by B. For the function m(s, u, q, B) which 
bounds the minimal degree of solution for (1) we, therefore, get the following 
recurrence relation: 
m(s, u, 9, B) < max{sq + m(s*q, v - Lq, B), sq + B}, 
and hence 
We observe that the constructions of Section 6 imply that a degree bound 
growing double exponentially in the number of variables is unavoidable. 
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